A 10-year experience with magnetic source imaging in the guidance of epilepsy surgery.
Magnetic source imaging (MSI) of interictal epileptiform dipoles was studied in 100 epilepsy surgery candidates. Sixty underwent surgery. MSI epileptiform data were classified as focal, regional, multifocal, scattered or none. Resections of MSI epileptiform foci were classified as extensive (EXT) versus partial or none (P/N). MSI interictal epileptiform dipoles were found in 22 of 27 anterior temporal (ATL) cases, and in 31 of 33 extratemporal (XMT) cases. Of 10 EXT ATL cases, 5 (50%) were seizure free (SF). Of 12 P/N ATL cases, 7 (58%) were SF. Of 10 nonlesional EXT XMT resections, 8 (80%) were SF. Of 10 nonlesional P/N XMT resections, 1 (10%) was SF. Neither focality of MSI data or spatial agreement of electrographic and MSI data significantly affected outcomes.